Benefiting the
Actors Fund of Canada

L.A. CASTING DIRECTOR WORKSHOP with

Alex Newman, CSA
CO-CASTING DIRECTOR & ASSOCIATE CASTING DIRECTOR (UDK
Casting)

GLEE (Fox), SUPERNATURAL (CW), CRISIS (NBC),
FRIENDS (NBC), NIP/TUCK (FX), DAY BREAK (ABC),
BLOODLINES (Pilot CW)
....and numerous pilots & features.
UDK Projects Include:

MAJOR CRIMES (TNT), THE MENTALIST (CBS) , CSI (CBS),
AMERICAN HORROR STORY (FX) , HELIX (SyFy, DROP DEAD DIVA (Lifetime), etc.

VICTORIA

Sunday, October 19
@ LT Dance Studio
9:30 am - 6:00 pm

Participation for Experienced Performers.

Fees:

$249* CAD - Studio^/Early Registration
$349* CAD - Non Studio
(MC / VISA / AMEX all fees & details below)

PAYMENT INSTALLMENTS AVAILABLE ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS.

Register: Vancouver@ActorsWorkshopsCanada.com

Presented in Association with:

The Canadian Film Centre (CFC) is a leader in developing Canada’s creative and entrepreneurial talent in the screenbased industries. Celebrating its 25th anniversary, CFC accelerates the careers of the brightest talent in film, television,
screen acting, music, and digital media. A charitable organization, CFC is committed to promoting and investing in
Canada's diverse talent, providing exhibition, financial and distribution opportunities, and fostering industry
collaborations and creative partnerships.
Founded by seven time Academy Award® nominee and Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award recipient Norman
Jewison in 1988, CFC originally opened its doors as a film school with one program attended by 12 filmmakers. A
quarter century on, the CFC has more than 100 residents a year in 16 different programs and initiatives, with over
1,500 alumni creating groundbreaking content in Canada and internationally.

About Alex Newman:
ALEX NEWMAN, CSA
Alex Newman was born and raised in Reno, Nevada. She attended the University of Nevada, Reno where
she studied Journalism and Advertising. Alex moved to Los Angeles in October 1998 to pursue a career in
the entertainment field, not having a specific goal in mind but with the hope of working on the television show
“Friends”.
Alex was immediately hired by a very prominent casting office where she worked on several films including
“All The Pretty Horses”, “Scary Movie”, “Any Given Sunday”, “Three Kings”, “Saving Silverman”, “Spy
Kids” and “Requiem For A Dream”.
It was during her experience as a Casting Assistant on Darren Aronofsky’s “Requiem For A Dream” that
Alex realized that she had found her true career path. The now Oscar-nominated director for “Black Swan”
told Alex that she had a “good eye” for casting after being very involved in the decision to cast of Jared Leto
and Marlon Wayans, and that she “should continue in her casting career”.
Shortly thereafter, Alex decided to explore other areas of casting and made the jump into television. She
worked on several pilots and as a Casting Associate on a few television series including “Jack & Jill”.
Through her work on “Jack & Jill”, Alex was able to make the contacts and industry impression allowing her
to achieve her goal of working in casting on NBC's blockbuster award winning show “Friends”.
Alex was the Associate Casting Director on “Friends” for its final three seasons, which eventually lead to her
current position at Ulrich/Dawson/Kritzer Casting. She has been an Associate Casting Director and a
Co-Casting Director for UDK Casting since 2004, working on shows including “Nip/Tuck”, “Crisis”,
“Journeyman”, “Day Break” and “The Glee Project” to name just a few. Alex works very closely with
Casting Director Robert J. Ulrich, who has become an exceptional mentor and a close friend.
Alex currently works with Robert Ulrich the following Network series: as the Associate Casting Director of
“Glee” from its inception Pilot; and as Co-Casting Director of “Supernatural” for the past five seasons. In
addition, Alex was the Co-Casting Director of the CW pilot “Bloodlines”, a spinoff of the series
“Supernatural”.
In addition to the shows mentioned above, Alex’s office is currently casting “American Horror Story”, “CSI”,
“Drop Dead Diva”, “The Mentalist”, “Major Crimes” and “Witches of East End” as well as multiple pilots.
UDK is one of the largest and busiest casting offices in North America.

IMDB:
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2089255/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0880697/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1

About The Workshop:
Major LA Casting director Alex Newman, CSA will be offering a workshop in Victoria for
professional actors, with a focus on audition technique for film and television actors and

experienced live performers...get feedback and adjustments to help you book the job - whether
it's television, film or stage.

Alex's experience with live musical theatre actors and dancers as one of the two
casting directors on GLEE (since the pilot episode) enables her to give special
insight to transforming theatrical stage skills and technique to on camera work,
including on camera musical theatre based work.
Working at one of the most prestigious and busiest casting offices in North America, Alex has a
keen eye for talent, and is able to give direction for both half hour comedy and hour long drama
auditions and on camera work.
Special attention will also be paid to self taping and taped auditions - as many of Alex and
UDK's projects cast from tape - and the DOs and DON'Ts of taped auditions for both series
work and fearture work.
Discussion and working in a callback and producer session setting will also be explored and
demystified for both US Network, Studio and Canadian co-pro projects. Actors will work in
both a one on one audition setting, as well as a chemistry read / call back setting on day two.
Actor participants will be cast with specific material chosen for them to work on by Alex in
advance. Material will be provided to actors IN ADVANCE of the workshop to prepare (no
more than 3 days in advance as to best simulate the actual amount of time given to prepare for a
similar audition/role). Alex would like to spend time working on audition scenes from the series
and projects she is currently working on and has most recently completed.
Opportunities for the assessment of professional materials (headshot, resume, styling, etc.) for
participants well as in depth discussion and Q&A period regarding representation and taping for
US productions and Canadian actors in US based productions, pilots and features will occur
through out the day.
Alex will talk about auditioning tips, network approval, searches - as well as pilot season and
the various projects coming up on her slate.
Actors will be working with professional readers and session assistants who are present to
support YOUR work, and allow you to do your BEST possible work.

SINGERS:
Alex will talk about musical auditions for shows such as GLEE, and will give the
opportunity for singers or musical theatre performers to showcase their vocal abilities as
they would be asked in a preliminary session.
Singers are also able to provide taped or recorded demos to Alex for her feedback AFTER
THE WORKSHOP.
Song selection and performance tips will be discussed for musical on camera auditions, as
well as the DOs and DON'Ts of this specific genre of auditioning.

Fees:

(MC / VISA / AMEX):

FULL 1 DAY WORKSHOP :

Studio / Early Registration^ : $249*

Non studio members : $349*
^ EARLY REGISTRATION DEADLINE : Wed Oct. 8, 2014

AUDITING (NO Participation): Studio $149*
Non Studio $225*
*Fees do not include applicable taxes.

AUDITING : Auditing by application only, will be allowed at the costs listed above for auditing both
day 1 and 2. Auditing performers are strictly there to observe. They will not participate in
performance, question and answer, discussions or one-
-on-
-one meetings if applicable.

Application Process:

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

Please email your current headshot and resume, and training to Vancouver@
ActorsWorkshopsCanada.com with ALEX NEWMAN VICTORIA in the subject line.
Indicate your age range, union status (and membership number), contact details - and
whether you’d like to participate or audit.
Applicants accepted to participate will receive a confirmation email requesting payment
information to secure their spot. Any and all questions are welcomed in advance of the
workshop.

*SINGERS: Please indicate if you would like to sing as part of your work in
this masterclass.

THERE ARE LIMITED SPOTS TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS WORKSHOP.

Preference will be given to experienced union performers. Actors will
be placed on a waitlist once the workshop enrollment is full, and will
be offered auditing spots as available.

A Note on Our Format:
We believe strongly in our workshops and their format, as we feel it provides the class atmosphere necessary
to help you learn from the questions of others, while still providing one on one time for you to hone your craft

of performing.
While everyone in the workshop stays present for the question and answer portion of the workshop, one of the
best aspects of our workshops is the one on one conference time you receive with the casting director,
producer or director running the workshop.
In this portion of the workshop, you are one on one, paired with a screened, skilled, professional actor who is
your reader, and there purely for YOUR benefit.
Their goal is to make YOU look good (as opposed to a random partner who may be there to personally impress
the teacher), so that our industry guest can accurately aid you with advice on becoming a stronger performer.
Objective:
- Creating our own choices on scene direction
- Analyze personal goals and how to achieve them
- Analyze performance for means of improvement
Essential Question:
How can we become better actors?
Workshop Exercises:
Actors will prepare a scene ahead of time provided to them, or of their choice as per instructors
directions.
The guest instructor will review their personal background in the entertainment industry, including, but
not limited to, prior jobs in the dramatic arts (casting, directing, acting, their own education,
experience as a teacher of the dramatic arts, etc.)
Guest instructor will discuss the process involved in succeeding as an actor in their opinion and
professional experience
Guest instructor will answer questions from students regarding their professional aspirations, and other
relevant queries
Actors will, one at a time, conference with teacher regarding their headshot/resume and scene.Actors
will perform scene it in its entirety at least once for evaluation; often with an opportunity to perform
additional material on day two.
Guest instructor will fill out an evaluation form based upon performance and headshot/resume, and cite
specific ways student can improve technique, choices, and marketability in the future.
Our goal with our workshops and masterclasses is for you as an actor to gain as much insight from your own
decisions and performance as from the guest instructors insights and suggestions. We endeavor to create the
same professional atmosphere that you are expected to work within in the industry within which to hone your
skills.
It’s our opinion that it is important for each actor exercise self-evaluation in combination with feedback
suggestions or critiques from the guest instructor and our other special guests that drop in from time to time.
We want you to reach your full potential, grow as a performer and aid in building and creating relationships
within the industry with those individuals who are in decision making positions and can make the casting and
production process as transparent as possible.

CSA Disclaimer:
Workshops/Classes are NOT job interviews. The presence of an industry professional is
in no way a promise of employment. Actors Workshops Canada does NOT attempt to
procure employment for actors/artists - we are strictly for educational purposes.

The Cancellation Policy is as follows:

Pre-registration cancelations are subject to a $100 non refundable fee. (This fee can be applied to future
workshops.)
Participants and auditors:
14 days prior to the workshop: You receive a 50% refund.
Within 13 days prior to the workshop: No refund.
*An attempt to substitute your attendance with another AWC Workshop will be made to occur within 1 year of the
original workshop date.
Thanks for your understanding and co-operation.

